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Distribution of ventilating air, particularly in industrial objects, 
is substantially affected by the shape and the s·ize ·of the room, location · 
of the air inlets and their equipment, the kinetic energy of the supply air 
streams and the energy of disturbing convective streams at the surfaces of 
the room partitions. When the distribution of the ventilating air is to be 
improved it is necessary to combine the effects of possibly all the factors 
influencing air parameters in the occupied zone. The solution of the 
problem has been searched for many years while. the research has been 
carried out 
- by means of mathematical models of the occurring phenomena, where 

nu'merical methods are employed 
- by means of natural scale experiments or tests in physical scale models 

of ventilated objects. 

In the case of complex analysis of factors influencing the occupied 
zone conditions, physical scale modelling is considered as toilsome. 
However, model tests, understood as a series of adequate experiments, make 
it possible to determine a model of the tested process. When considering 
the aplication of the experiment design method, the number of experiments 
and the time consumption may be substiantially limited. 

The paper presents the tests and analyses carried out by means of 
this method. The acquired functions describing the tested phenomenon may be 
applied also to calculation of various cases within the assumed range of 
changes of the input parameters without any further experiments. 

2. Assumptions for tests. 

In order to analyze the air flow in the physical model it was assumed 
that the mean velocity in the occupied zone and·its spatial distribution 
are mainly affected by: 
- Supply stream velocity, Un 
- Distance between the inlets, s 
- Direction of the supply streams, flowing out of the inlets , oCn 

Excess of the supply air temperature, ~tn 

The scale of the physical model was 1:7.5 <Fig.1). The model 
corresponded to a section of an industrial hall, 15 m high; the bay width 
was 18 m. The inlets were placed at the height of 3.5 m. The inlets of 
square cross-section 0.4 • 0.4 m were equipped with vertical directing 
blades, parallel to the flow direction and generated orderly streams. 
Output openings were placed at the same level as the inlets. There were not 
any heat sources inside the hall. 
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Fig.1. The values of u,..., s, oCn, At,, changing within the ranges given in 
Chapter 4. ' 

3.Experiment design 

Tests of ventilation processes carried out by'means of the experiment 
design method are most often based on 2n factorial experiment, complete or 
fractional, or on central composite design. 2n factorial experiment yields 
a linear description of the tested phenomenon .. For coded values of 3 
variables the function describing the phenomenon will be the first order 
polynomial: 

The central composite design yields for 3 coded variables the second order 
polynomial as follows: 
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The num~r of necessary observations is different far the two of the 
designs. For 2" factorial it is equal I = 2m where m is the number of 
variables. Thus, for 3 variables, 8 or 4 measurement series are necessary 
for complete and fractional 2', factorial experiment. respectively. For 
central composite design the number of observations is defined by the 
relation: 

N= 2m+2m+1 

For 3 variables, 15 measurement series must be made. When the number of 
variables increases, the ratio of the number of observations necessary.for 
2" factorial and central composite desing_gets smaller. E.g. for 4 
variables the numbers of observations are 16 and_25 for complete 2n 
factorial and central composite design. respectively; 
Mathematical basis for the experiment design method can be found in <1,2>. 

4. The scape of tests. 

The following relation was to be determined in the tests: 

Tests of the effect of supply air temperature on velocity 
distribution in the occupied zone require observations in thermally 
steady-state conditions and therefore models where heat loss streams may 
be changed .. 
Such the tests were carried out previously and their results prove that in 
the considered parameter range such the relation is of relatively little 
significance <3,4>. 
The values considered as x-variables were changed within the fallowing 
ranges: 
Far central composite design: 
- Distance between the inlets: s E <2.5;6.37> 
- Supply velocity: Un E <2.5;12.5> 
- Supply direction: ~n € <O; 40> 
For 2" factorial: 

s c <2.84;6.03) 
Un f <3. 39j 11. 61) . 
oCn E <3. 55; 36. 45> 

Velocity in the occupied zone was measured at the level of 1.5m above the 
floor. 

5. Results of the tests. 

In order to estimate the results of the tests of air velocity 
distribution in the occupied zone the following values were determined: 

Probability Pu1 of the air velocity occurrence within the range from 0.15 
to 0.35 mis, which is considered as conclusi~e from the point of view of 
thermal comfort, at the level of 1.5 m above the floor. 

- Probability p~, of the temperature occurrence within the range from t1-lK 
to t1+lK at the level of 1.5 m. 

- Difference At of mean temperatures at 2 levels: 1.5 m and 0.15 m. 

The results are presented in Fig.2 and in Table 1 . 
Far s= 6m, cCn= o· and for various air supply velocities, Fig.2 presents 
frequencies of the air velocity occurrence in the occupied zone in 



isothermal and non-isothermal conditions. The mean velocity interval in the 
occupied zone of industrial halls 0.15-0.35 mis, which is of importance for 
the feeling of thermal comfort conditions, is also denoted. 
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Fig.2 Frequency functions of velocity at the ·level 1.5m at isothermal and 
non-isothermal supply of air. 

Table 1. Results of statistical analysis of distributions of parameters t 
and u at the level 1.5m in non-isothermal conditions. 

Air supply velocities 2.5 3.5 5.0 7.0 8.5 

Pu1 ~ 26.0 70.0 61. 0 64.0 51. 0 

91. 0 82.0 96.0 83.0 86.0 

At K 3.7 1. 9 0.4 1. 4 o. 8 . 

17.5 17.3 15.4 15.7 15.6 

Table 1 presents the values of probabilities of the velocity and 
temperature occurrence in the occupied zone while air is supplied with. 
different velocities and the temperature excess is up to 8.5 K. 

The values of niean velocities in the occupied zone, calculated on the basis 
of measurement results of each 9bservation appear in Tables 2 and 3 in 
their 5th columns. 
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Table 2. Measurement and calculation results of the central composite 
design. 

observation x-variable values 

m 6 1 ·ID Un 1 m/s c:l;:n, 0 

1 2 3 4 

~verage velocity 
in the occupied zone 
measured calculated 

u, mis 

5 6 

~ u1 - ·-u) 

7 
=========================================================================== 

1 2.84 3.40 • 3. 5 0.06 0.07 -0.01 
2 6.03 3.40 3.5 0 . 10 0.15 -0.05 
3 2.84 11. 60 3.5 0.26 0.29 -0.03 
4 6.03 11. 60 3.5 0.47 0.39 0.08 
5 2.84 3.40 36.5 0 . 05 0 . 14 -0.09 
6 6.03 3.40 .. 36.5 0.08 0 . 05 0.03 
7 2.84 11. 60 36.5 0.36 0.31 0.05 
8 6.03 11. 60 36.5 0.24 · 0.24 0.0 
9 2.50 7.50 20.0 0.24 0.18 0.06 

10 6.37 7.50 20.0 o. 13 0.18 -0.05 
11 4.44 2.50 20.0 0.03 0.00 0.03 
12 4. 44 12.50 20.0 0.22 0.24 -0.02 
13 4.44 7.50 0.0 0.19 0 . 18 0.01 
14 4.44 7.50 40.0 0.14 0.13 0.01 
15 4.44 7.50 20.0 0.08 0.10 -0.02 

Table 3. Measurement and calculation results of the complete and fractional 
2" factorial experiment. 

observation 

m 

1 

x-variable values average velocity 
in the occupied zone 
measured calculated 

s, . m Un, mis <kn,0 TI 11 m/s u, mis 

-
2 3 4 . . 5 6 

lu1 -·u) 

7 
=========================================================================== 
Complete experime~t: 

1 2.84 
2 6.03 
3 2.84 
4 6 . 03 
5 2.84 
6 6.03 
7 2.84 
8 6 . 03 

Fractional experiment: 

1 
2 
3 

._·4 

2 . 84 
6 . 03 

.. 2 . 84 
.. 6 . 03 

3.39 
3.39 

11. 61 
11. 61 
3.39 
3.39 

11. 61 
11. 61 

3.39 
3.39 

11. 61 
11. 61 

3.55 
3.55 
3.55 
3.55 

36.45 
36.45 
36.45 
36.45 

36.45 
3.55 
3.55 

36.45 

0.06 
0.10 
0.26 
0.47 
0.05 
0.08 
0.36 
0.24 

0.05 
0.1 
0.26 
0.24 

0.07 
0.11 
0.33 
0 . 37 
0.03 
0 . 07 
0.29 
0.33 

0 . 08 
0.1 
0 . 26 
0.27 

-0.01 
-0.01 
-0.07 

0.10 
0.02 
0.01 
0.07 

-0.09 

-0.03 
o.o 
o.o 

-0.03 
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Table 4 
Comparison of measurement and calculation results for the central composite 
design, complete and fractional 2" factorial . 

Type of 
experiment 

1 

Central 
composite 
design 

Complete 
2" factorial 

Fractional 
2" . factor.ial 

.Kean velocity 
in the occupied zone 

2 3 

6. 08 . 0.1 

0.08 0.25 

0.08 0.18 

4 5 

-0.02 0.0768 

-0.15 0.0837 

-0.08 0.0787 
-------------------------------------------------------~-------------------

6. Analysis of the results 

The results prove that the probabilities of the occurrence of the 
required velocities, Pu1, are different and vary from 26i to 70% while the 
probability of the temperature occurrence within the assumed range of 
changes ±lK is more than 80% for all the variants <Fig.2, Table 1>. 
According to Fig.2 velocity distributions were flattened for all the tested 
cases of non-isothermal air stream supply when compared with isothermal 
conditions. At the same time, for supply velocities up to 5 mis, the 
probability of the velocity occurrence within the range 0.15-0.35 mis 
increased, while it decreased for the values higher than 5 mis. 

From the point of view of uniformity of temperature distribution at 
the level 1.5 m, all the tested variants are characterized by the 
probability of the temperature occurrence within the assumed range 16±1K 
greater than 80% .Therefore, air temperature fields in the occupied zone 
are equalized in an easier way than air velocity fields in this zone. 

The values of velocity in the occupied zone, u1, calculated 
according to the acquired regression functions for every observation of the 
designed experiment are presented in Table 2 and Table 3 in 6th column. 

The differences between the measured <column 5th> and calculated 
velocity values in the occupied zone are given in 7th column. 

In order ta answer the question which of the types of the designed 
experiment describes the tested phenomenon in the best way, the results 
obtained .from measurements by means of central composite design and 
complete and fractional 2" factorial experiment were calculated 

Table 4 presents the results for the fallwing parameters: 
- distance between inlets s = 4.4 m 
- supply velocity Un = 7.5 m/s 
- supply direction cCn = 20° 
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The values of the measured mean velocity in the occupied zone appear 
in 2nd column in Table 2. • 
The values of this velocity calculated for s = 4.4 m, Un = 7.5 mis, oCn= 20· 
appear in 3rd column, whereas 4th column presents the differences between 
velocities calculated by means of different experiment design types in 
reference to central composite design. 
Standard deviation Yfi2 .of the mean velocity in the occupied ~one appears in 
4th column. 
The value of u1 variance was calculated according to the following formula: 

where 

02 = 
Y-·i N-K-1 

1 

K= m (m+3) 

2 

N 

L 'y-y')2 
m=1 

7. Response surfaces describing mean velocity in the occupied zone. 

On the basis pf the mean velocity values calculated when ·employing 
the measurement results, the regress1on coefficients were determined for 
each of the experiment types. ' · 
In result: the re.sponse . surfaces for the particular experiments are as 
follows: 
For central composite design: 

u.= 0,2859- 0,1544s+0,0155un+0,0015c:L:n+ 0,0209s2 + l . 

For complete 2" factorial experiment 

Ui = - 0,0660 + 0,0126 S + 0,031Unt0,0012 c:Cn 

For fractional 2" factorial experiment 

ui = 0,0025+ 0,0047 s +0,0213 Un +0,0001~n 

The response surfaces describing the relation u1 = f <u,,, s, d:") may be 
practically used to calculate ventilation processes in all cases when 
val~es Un, s, c::Cn fall within the input parameter ranges taken into account 
in the tests. 

8. Conclusions; 

1. The tests of air velocity distribution in the occupied zone, by means of 
the experiment design method, have proved that the phenomenon is 
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described inithe best way when central composite design is applied. 

2. The relation u1 = <un, s, .en> obtained in result of the tests, makes it 
possible to calculate ventilation parameters in different conditions if 
only the input parameters are within the analysed ranges without any 
further experiments. 
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SUIJARJ 

It is often necessary to determine the value of the air velocity in the 
occupied zone in order to define thermal-sanitary conditions, to evaluate 
ventilation rate, etc. The air velocity distribution in this zone is 
influenced by many factors such as the parameters of the supplied streams, 
the shape of the room etc. The tests of the air velocity distribution in 
the occupied zone were carried out and then followed by an attempt to 
present the measurement results in a multi-parameter relation obtained with 
the use of the experiment design method. The mean velocity values and its 
effective fluctuations were measured by means of a hot sphere 
thermoanemometer. The mathematical analysis of the results of the 
experiment, carried out in a physical scale model of the tested industrial 
hall, yielded a linear-square relation of the mean velocity in the 
occupied zone versus the distance between the air supply ventilators, the 
air supply velocity and direction. The results of the model tests were 
compared with the values calculated with the use of the mathematical 
relation. 




